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“Tools for Better Hearing on a Multi‐line Business Telephone”
Thank you for attending our webinar. Please complete and return these questions to qualify
for your continuing education credits.
1.) Cell phones continue to pose significant issues for hearing instrument and cochlear implant wearers. Which
device is regarded as the best and most affordable solution for these users?
a.) Loopset
b.) FM System
c.) Headset
d.) In‐line amplifier
2.) This audio transmission technology is monogamous.
a.) FM
b.) Infrared
c.) Bluetooth

d.) DECT 6.0

3.) The ClearSounds CLA7v2 Amplified Neckloop connects to a multi‐line office telephone system using an
intermediary base. What is the common name used for this base?
a.) Voyager 500A
b.) M22 Headset Base
c.) QCC Quick Connect
d.) CLA7BT
4.) The Bluetooth PONS offers one key advantage over the regular corded version. Can you name this significant
difference?
a.) Smaller in size
b.) Wireless up to 30ft
c.) Faster pairing process d.) Volume control
5.) The CLA7v2 Amplified Neckloop is the only neckloop available that comes packaged with something that sets
it apart from other models. What makes it so unique?
a.) Amplification
b.) Batteries
c.) Five connector cables d.) 1yr Warranty
6.) In order for an induction loop or neckloop to be effective the recipients hearing aids or cochlear implants need
to have one vital component. Name this component.
a.) Telecoils
b.) Microphone
c.) Bluetooth
d.) Moisture guards
7.) The QUATTRO solves the issue for cases who do not have telecoils. What makes the QUATTRO work for all
cases?
a.) A2DP
b.) Bluetooth
c.) IP Cables
d.) Headset Jack
8.) Both PONS Systems are effective with 95% of office telephone systems because of the way the hub or
amplifier connects to the phone. Which connection below is right?
a.) Wall socket and base b.) Base and handset
c.) Handset and wall socket
9.) Speech comprehension rates are said to improve significantly using both PONS options for dual hearing aid
and cochlear implant wearers. What contributes to this increase?
a.) A2DP
b.) Bluetooth
c.) Binaural Hearing
d.) Headset Jack
10.) Both neckloops offer a significant advantage over regular passive options. The ability to increase and
decrease the volume as needed is important. How much additional gain can you expect from the ClearSounds
neckloops?
a.) 20dB
b.) 40dB
c.) 30dB
d.) 50dB
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